
Ouch. Entering the fourth quarter, my emotions were very joyous, and I was excited to watch the 

Eagles play in London for the first time ever after what looked like an eventual Eagles victory. 

The Eagles dominated the first half and make the Panthers look like shells of themselves, much 

like the Redskins did. The difference, however, is that the Redskins finished with a victory. Cam 

Newton came back in dramatic fashion leading the offense to not one, not two, but three 

touchdowns as the Panthers tie their biggest comeback in team history and win 21-17. The 

Panthers dominated the Eagles in the second half and showed just how important finishing a 

game off is. The Eagles will face the Jacksonville Jaguars across the pond at Wembley Stadium 

next week and will desperately. Let’s look at the important points from the game, in addition to a 

deeper look at next week’s matchup: 

 

1. Carson Wentz: Wentz looked impressive today as a whole. He finished with only 7 

incompletions completing 30/37 passing for 310 yards and 2 touchdowns. The offense is 

building a good rapport with the main weapons, Alshon Jeffery and Zach Ertz, but after 

that the production tends to fall off. Goedert hasn’t been used as much as he should be, 

although he had a touchdown today, and the only other receivers today were running 

backs (Clement and Smallwood). Jordan Matthews didn’t even register a catch. The 

Eagles need that 3rd guy to step up, and I’ll touch more on the other weapons, but the 

offense looked impressive in the first half under Carson. The offense moved well, the 

Eagles seemed to having rushing success, and they ate up plenty of clock, while 

systematically marching down the field and moving the ball well. Wentz also completed 

15 straight passes setting a new personal record. 

 

2. Two Terrific TE’s: The Eagles have two seriously good TE’s in Dallas Goedert and 

Zach Ertz. Ertz has 476 receiving yards this season and 2 touchdowns and Goedert has 

152 yards receiving and 2 touchdowns. While Goedert is building his trust with Wentz, 

Ertz is clearly Wentz’s number one target every throw. Wentz is even prone to throw 

errant throws and force that ball into too small of windows to get it to him. The tight end 

position is key to this team’s passing attack. I think the Eagles need to get Goedert more 

involved in this offense. He has shown potential and is a big bodied TE capable of great 

success. Ertz somehow always seems to be open over the middle. He takes up so many 

defenders on the middle of the field and is, in my opinion, the best pass catching TE in 

the league. Keeping the TE game active allows Jeffery to get his touches and hopefully 

break out for a big gain. 

 

3. Other WR’s not named Alshon Jeffery: Who are they? Option 1: Nelson Agholor. 

Agholor has 202 total receiving yards this season. His game high is 91, against the 

abysmal Giants. Against any other team, his high is 45, and he has under 25 receiving 

yards 3 times this season. He simply isn’t the receiver right now the Eagles need him to 

be. Option 2: Jordan Matthews. Matthews has 107 receiving yards and a touchdown in 4 

games this season with the Eagles. He had no catches today and his season high for 

targets is only 3. He has little to no impact in his current state and is not the replacement 

for Mike Wallace. Option 3 would be Mike Wallace, but he was bitten hard by the injury 



bug. Who is going to step up in a big way; this is the key question the Eagles need to 

answer. 

 

4. Cam kept coming: In all seriousness, major props to Newton. Newton executed a 3 

touchdown 4th quarter that put the dagger in the heart of every Eagles fan. Newton 

finished the day 25/39 for 269 yards and 2 touchdowns. His rating of 101.9 reflects his 

performance and his dominance in the latter portion of the game. The Panthers had -3 

passing yards in the first quarter. Newton kept churning and driving and refused to give 

up. He extended plays with his legs and was able to stay mobile enough to find receivers 

and convert on key plays. Newton is a quarterback who proved today he can make you 

pay with both his legs and arm. 

 

5. Doug Pederson stays aggressive: Pederson has been known for his aggressive play 

calling and his willingness to both engineer critical plays, Philly Special, and convert on 

4th downs. Today, Pederson only failed to convert on one 4th down, going 75% on 4th 

down conversions for the day. The bad news for Eagles fans: that one failure came on the 

last Eagles series, the one that ended with a fumble and the game slipping away. I liked 

the aggressive calling and one call specifically, where the Eagles converted close to the 

goal line, helped the Eagles notch another touchdown. The Eagles are going to need help 

offensively against the Jaguars, who despite their poor last two games, still have a good 

defense. 

 

6. Defense, we need more of it: The defense played well, for the first three quarters. The 

defense fared well early and had success pressuring Newton. At the end of the day, the 

Panthers manipulated the defense with ease in the fourth quarter. The Eagles had 2 sacks, 

3 tackles for loss, 5 pass deflections, and 6 QB hits. Bennett played well, registering a 

sack and 3 QB hits himself, but regardless, in the end, the defense couldn’t seal the deal. 

While many Twitter users want to abandon Schwartz and run him out of town, the 

defense showed it has promise. It just needs to be corrected and tweaked to reach max 

potential.  

 

7. Rush game needs to improve: 58 yards rushing is just not going to get the job done. 

Wentz can’t be forced to do everything himself. The run game needs to find it’s groove 

now and improve greatly. The talent is there, now we just need to start reaping benefits. 

Pure and simple, the team needs that added punch of a dominant running attack, or they 

will be in trouble. 

 

8. Eric Reid: I hate this kind of stuff. Settle your issues off the field and handle your drama 

elsewhere. Reid and Malcom Jenkins had words before, during, and after the game. After 

the game, Reid called Jenkins a “sellout” for his involvement with the NFL and the 

player’s coalition payment of 90 million dollars. Jenkins decided to be mature and take 

the high road away from Reid’s comments, which I greatly applaud. The real hero: Zach 

Ertz. After nailing Wentz late, Reid was probably not expecting to see Ertz charge at him 



ready to level a hit and defend his QB. Now, while Ertz got owned and nailed in the 

process, it shows great team loyalty. Ertz refused to see anyone abuse a teammate and 

stood up for a fellow brother.  

 

9. NFL trade deadline: The Eagles are aggressive in all aspects of the game, so how will 

they act before the deadline? What are the positions they will be shopping for? Is it 

running back, corner, linemen? Whoever it is, I expect Howie Roseman to pull off an 

amazing move just like he has shown in the past with Bennett or Ajayi. Look for the 

Eagles to make a major splash coming soon. 

 

10. A look towards the Jaguars: If you would have told me the combined records of these 

teams in this matchup would be 6-8, I would have called you a liar. Jacksonville has 

struggled recently on offense and defense especially. The famed “Sacksonville” has not 

lived up to its hype at all and been an embarrassment getting outscored 61 to 14 over the 

last two weeks. Both squads will be desperately hungry for a win, so I anticipate a 

powerful matchup in London with major implications for both teams. 
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